CSA Newsletter
Week 13 ~ September 17th, 2015
Full Weekly &
Week A Every-Other Week Members

STEEP CREEK WEEKLY
Yellow Onions
Bell Peppers~This is a heavy pepper week! If you
are overwhelmed by the amount, peppers freeze beautifully: just
slice into strips, seed them and freeze them in a single layer on a
cookie sheet. When fully frozen, pop them into freezer bags for
use into the cold months.

Mini Sweet Peppers
Carmen Peppers~Long red or green peppers great
for roasting!

Slicing Tomatoes~Rinse before eating!
Cherry Tomatoes~Rinse before eating!
Purple Top Turnips~You’ll see pest damage on
these turnips. When ready to prepare, simply cut or peel away the
damaged areas.

Spaghetti Squash~Lots of helpful info and
recipes @ localthyme.com some are very large!

Red Beets~Some of the beets are Enormous! Size in
no way affects the flavor of these sweet & tasty
vegetables.

Broccoli~Plenty to blanch & freeze!
Tomatillos~Enough to add to a batch of tomato
salsa for extra tang!

Hot Peppers~See the photo on the next page to
get the low down on varieties!

I had every intent in
providing lettuce in the
remaining 4 weeks of the
CSA. Everything looked
great up until we had the
week of high humidity and 90
degree temps a couple of
weeks ago. The romaine that
was included in last weeks
share was actually
scheduled to be in this
weeks share and then I had a
lovely red leaf lettuce
planned for next week.
Lettuce doesn’t like heat and
humidity and will bolt (go to
seed) very quickly if it’s
anywhere near maturity. And
that’s exactly what happened
with the red leaf lettuce
scheduled for next week. The
entire planting has bolted
and will be tilled under rather
than get harvested :-(
A sad reminder that we can
plan all we want, but
sometimes mother nature
has the final say. The good
news is it looks like 2 out of
the last 3 weeks will either
have head lettuce or salad
mix included...unless the
heat and humidity turns back
on...

Meg Goettelman 6418 Vignes Rd. ~ sturgeon bay, wi (920)743-5527 steepcreekfarm.com

To see this
week’s recipes,

Login To
Local Thyme
Here
Haven’t made an account yet?
Look at the week 1 newsletter
to see how!

Enjoy Your Veggies!
Thanks for getting fresh
with us,
Meg, Emmet, Jasper &
Calvin

Tuesday Morning. Dawn.

From left to right: Serrano~very hot, Jalapeno~hot,
Hungarian Hot Wax~Mild,

